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SPECTRUM
COLORS

http://www.paimore.com

Treatment color begins. Vivid result, without damage. 

Paimore Spectrum Colors
〈Color Treatment〉

Apply 10-15g then rinse off.

Base coloring

Shampoo

Half Dry

Blocking

Color select

Color check

Apply spectrum colors

Leave on time 

Plain rinse

Apply conditioning clear

Finish

Lighten the base. Stereoscopic effect can be archived by lowlight 

and highlight in advance. 

Wash off the basic colors. 

Half dry after towel dry.

Make blocks for the application.

Select colors depends on the customer’s lightening level.

Make a trial on 1cm width at nape. Apply then wipe away 

with a tissue for checking.

Spectrum color is a treatment, NOT a hair color. 

Thus apply it well evenly with comb. 

Leave for 5-10 minutes. It is done when the color blends 

into the hair since it is ionic adsorption.

Rinse off until the color doesn’t come off.
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Treatment Base
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Point!

SPEC TRUM COLORSColor Treatment for the next generation

Paimore Spectrum colors (19 colors) Paimore Spectrum colors (19 colors)

Home use Salon use

200g／ Retail price 2,400 yen (without tax) 400g

Shea butter Nano lipidure

・ Safety – Alkali free & mild acidity. Diamine fee & worry free. 

・ Control – single & simple application then leave for 5 to 10 

  minutes for ionic adsorption. 

・ Sales – increase stable sales.

・ Suggestion – applicable to the extension hair (human hair 100%)

・ Treatment - shea butter will coat the hair surface.

   Bio jelly nano lipidure moisturize hair from inside.

・ Relaxation – relax with the scent of fruit acid. 

・ Diversity – infinite combinations!

Diversity

1. Shows great color without disturbing other colors. 

2. Leads to increase the variety of expression, suggestion, and the average customer spend.

3. Makes the texture of the damaged hair better and the color remains long time. 

4. Simple procedure lets the salon to use color treatment on the all salon menu. 

5. Able to express colors without excessive tone up.

6. A new suggestion for a new custom such as “retouch whole hair with regular color and 

    then use spectrum colors for the hair end’s adjustment.” 

The main ingredients of spectrum color is base dye and HC dye.

spectrum
colors

Shea butter Base dye

Nano lipidure

HC dye

The positive ion of base dye and the negative ion of keratin protein 

on the hair surface unite for ionic adsorption.

HC dye is made of small molecules that seeps through cuticles for coloring 

without damage. 

Advantage 

Disadvantage

・ Damage free.

・ Compatible with treatment material.

・ Dye well on high tone colored hair or bleached hair while improving condition. 

・ pH control helps to dye on alkaline state hair. 

・ Not effective on gray hair or virgin hair. 

Safety

Control 

Sales 

SuggestionTreatment 

 Relaxation

Each products contains “Shea butter” that has natural moisture retention power 

with plenty of Plant-derived cholesterol and “Nano lipidure” that has 

water retention power twice of hyaluronic acid.

Flexible and glossy hair can be achieved that is difficult with 

conventional hair colors thus suitable as treatment menu.



CLEAR LINE  <2colors>

COOL BROWN WARM BROWN

VIVID VIOLET

VIVID BLUE

VIVID RED

VIVID GREEN

CONDITIONING
CLEAR

BLUE CLEAR

NEON PINK

PALE LINE  <6colors>

PASTEL LINE  <4colors>

PALE
AMETHYST

PASTEL BLUEPASTEL ORANGE

PASTEL GREEN

PALE BEIGE

PALE GREGE

PALE ASH

Color chart
BASE COLOR

12Level 14Level 16Level

NEON LINE  <1color>

VIVID LINE  <4colors>

DEEP LINE  <2colors>

PALE PINK

PALE ROSE

PASTEL RED

Available
in

19 colors

Turns Discolored High-tone color into natural color like movie star’s.  

Various usage such as partial vivid dye or recovery for discolored part after the perm. 

Conditioning clear is for reducing color with conditioning effects. Blue clear is for bleached hair 

to reduce undertone yellow with whitening effect. 

Glows under black light. Popular in club scene. 

Vivid colors for your personal color.

Tone down for gray color, lowlight for high tone color for beautiful result. 

*photos are just images, may be different from actual results.


